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The distinctive feature of the Noué sofa is the 
knitted fabric that gracefully wraps the sofa’s frame 
and armrests. This not only provides extraordinary 
comfort, but also gives the sofa a refined look that is 
recognisable from all angles, and high performance for 
outdoor use. Nouè’s Lounge modules and glass coffee 
table offer great flexibility and modularity. Discover 
outdoor luxury with Nouè, where contemporary design 
meets fashion.
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MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Structure: Warm light grey / Dark green / Dark yellow powder-
coated metal

COLORS

Structure: Fabrics:

VARIANTS AND SIZES

Size
W3720xD1248xH699xHS386mm

Size
W900xD1235xH699xHS386mm

Size 
W2946xD938xH699xHS386mm

Size
W980xD980xH160mm

Size
W1271xD923xH699xHS386mm

Federica Biasi is a Designer and Art Director. 
After some professional experiences in Italy, she 
moved to the Netherlands, where she explored 
nordic design, learned to identify her own style. 
Combining manual work and tradition in order 
to reach innovative solutions, she works on every 
detail to come up with an efficient and functional 
product with always clean aesthetic approach.
In 2015 she returned to Milan where she set up 
Federica Biasi Studio.She works with Italian and 
international design and furniture brands such as 
Nespresso, Gervasoni, Lema, Bassanesi, Fratelli 
Guzzini, Manerba, Nason Moretti and many more.
Her work ranges from object design, through 
textile design and furniture to exhibition projects 
and artistic directions.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.
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